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What Is A Taper And How Do I Get The Most Out Of It
Provides insight into advanced tool materials, physical theory and research understanding of metal cutting processes. The text highlights technology developed internationally,
and reviews available technology of metal cutting processes, such as turning, boring, milling and drilling. It also elucidates optimum choices for tool material and cutting
conditions, and more.
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Up-to-date nutrition advice for runners, based on the latest science Runners have different nutrition and recovery needs than other endurance athletes. Yet until now, they've had
no nutritional resource specifically addressing their concerns. This comprehensive guide distills the newest thinking in the science of exercise nutrition into practical, hands-on
tips that will help runners stay healthy, recover faster, enjoy better workouts, and race successfully. Readers will learn: • detailed information on nutritional topics important to
runners, from balancing internal energy stores to proper hydration • how to customize their diets to their individual training needs • shopping tips and dining-out strategies to
help runners maximize their nutritional intake • the top 5 pre-race meals and top 5 healthiest snacks for runners • nutritional tips for special populations, including women,
children, diabetics, and older runners
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Piercing pioneer Elayne Angel has performed over 40,000 piercings since the 1980s and has brought many practices, such as tonguepiercing, into the mainstream. She brings her exhaustive knowledge to this groundbreaking manual that covers everything you need
to know about the process, including: • The best piercings and placements for various body parts and body types • Terminology,
tools, and techniques of the trade • Vital sterility, sanitation, and hygiene information • Jewelry designs, shapes, and materials
• Advice for people with stretch marks, plastic surgery, and unique anatomy • Healing, aftercare, and troubleshooting for problemfree piercing "As a piercer, nurse, and educator, I can say without a doubt that this is the most complete book ever written for
all people in our industry." --DAVID A. VIDRA, FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF HEALTH EDUCATORS, INC. "No one is more qualified to write
this book than Elayne Angel. With more than three decades of personal experience to her credit, no one knows the subject better."
--JIM WARD, FOUNDER OF GAUNTLET, THE WORLD'S FIRST BODY PIERCING STUDIO "This is an exciting book for a field that has exploded in
the last two decades. National industry standards are needed, and Elayne provides important data." --MYRNA L. ARMSTRONG, RN, EdD
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David Venable, a six-time Boston Marathon finisher, has completed nearly 50 marathon/half-marathon events. In the past decade he transitioned from a
novice mid-pack finisher to a top 1% finisher at distances from the 10K to the marathon at major venues. With international marathon experience to
running in the extremes of Death Valley, Venable has compiled excellent experience applicable for marathoners that seek improvement or need an extra
push to achieve a life goal. Compelled to coach other runners to personal bests and/or Boston qualification(s), he has written Boston Bound. Over five years
of research went into Boston Bound, where Venable has captured a balance of proven training techniques, personal experience, and strategic approaches
for running a fast marathon, with an inspiring addition of motivational stories. Unlike the books from elite running/authors that fill the shelves today,
Venable writes and provides guidance from a non-elite runner's point of view with the key focus to run your fastest marathon while being realistic with the
balance of work and family commitments. This book is intended for all runners who have the vision and the desire to Run Their Fastest Marathon or qualify
for the Boston Marathon and are searching for guidance to improve their performance in hopes of running at the most prestigious marathon in the world...
Boston. Profits from the sale of this book will benefit (through donations via Goals That Give Inc.) selected organizations dedicated to fighting the battle
against cancer.
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